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Workshop - Stone Age 
Introduction to the workshop and the portfolio 

 

People with disabilities chosen for our workshop - one or two persons in each group. 

They shouldn’t act out their disabilities just think about them as they go through the stations 

and make a comment when we get to the discussion after our presentation. What station did 

they benefit the most from? Which one was the hardest for them to participate in taken in 

consideration their disability?.   

 

Blind: Karoline group 1 

Deaf: Aurelija group 2 

Hrefna: Hrefna group 3 

ADHD: Lonni og Trond Group 4  

 

Link to the prezi: https://prezi.com/ighunvbxrcd7/inclusion/  

Stations 

Introduction - story 

Articles: 
Seitvuo, J. Aikamme koulussa – Tutkimus opettajien ajankäytöstä oppitunnin alussa. 2013. 
 
We chose to use the story for introducing the children in to the subject based on this article 
we’ve found about the impotence of the introduction, but we even took into consideration the 
different goals from our different countries curricula’s.   
 
And because the beginning of the lesson is as important as the ground of the building (as the 
articled sad) we thought that his would be a god way of catching up the interest for history  
 

● Starting activity  
● Catching up the interest for history 
● Pictures and text 
● Focus on listening – instructions 

 

Seitvuo, J. Aikamme koulussa – Tutkimus opettajien ajankäytöstä oppitunnin alussa. 2013. 

https://prezi.com/ighunvbxrcd7/inclusion/


Physical education - games 

Suggestions for my PE/game station - different games played in the Stone Age (after 

counseling with a history teacher and a Librarian) 

Learning objectives for my station 

● Have a go with games from the Stone Age 

● Knowledge about games played in the Stone Age 

● Another way of learning about a historical period – in a specific subject 

 

● Good activities for the kinesthetic and tactile pupils (Learning styles) 

● In connection to the workshops the teachers held in Akureyri this links well with out-

of-classroom learning 

Game 1: Hit the middle 

Materials 

Stones if I’m outside (indoor I’ll use small beanbags) 

Chalk 

A stick or something else to mark the pitch 

Short explanation of the game 

A pitch is made – start with a big ring and make smaller and smaller rings all the way to the 

center (think about curling) 

The competitors will line up 10-15 meters away 

Alternately they’ll throw a stone - the goal is to get closest to the center ring - middle 

The game can be played one on one or in teams 

Still have to figure out whether I want them to throw overhand or underhand 

 

Similar games we know about today 

Petanque, Curling and Darts (though the dartboard is hanging on the wall) 

Game 2: Jacks – ’onesies’ or ’twosies’ 

Materials 

Stones (indoor I’ll use chestnuts) 

 

Short explanation of the game 

Scatter the stones onto the playing surface. Throw them directly in front of you, and try to 

scatter them evenly, not too close together and not too far apart. 

Toss the stone into the air. Throw it straight up, and give it enough height to give you time to 

pick up your stone, but not so high that it veers off beyond your reach. 



Pick up a single Stone. Scoop the stone into your hand before the stone you toss in the air 

hits the ground. 

 

Once you've grabbed the ‘air stone’, transfer the ‘picked up stone’ to your left hand. 

Continue transferring your collected stones into your left hand. 

Collect all the stones in this manner. Keep scooping the stones one at a time. 

 

(Believe this game is easier to understand when you actually see it – otherwise look up 

‘Jacks’ on google or take a look at this link) http://www.wikihow.com/Play-Jacks 

 

Game 3: Keep out of the circle (additional) 

Materials 

No materials needed for this game really (maybe some chalk or a stick to mark the circle 

though) 

 

Short explanation of the game 

A circle is made – 1,5 meters in diameter – the goal is to keep out of the circle 

The competitors will gather around the circle while holding hands 

On GO they’ll pull and push to see if they can drag each other into the circle 

Once a person touches the circle or let go of the hand of the side partner they’re out of the 

game 

Last man standing wins 

Literature linked to the PE/game station 

WHY use/think about these approaches when planning for inclusive education? 

“Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn” (Benjamin Franklin) 

 

Out-Of-Classroom (Ole) 

● From the PowerPoint presentation Ole did in Akureyri 

○ We need that new setting every now and then. Outdoor environments and 

different places in the school but the classroom 

 

● From the PDF “Out-of-Classroom Learning – Practical information and guidance for 

schools and teachers” 

○ Education outside the classroom, or real world learning, complements those 

lessons taught within the classroom. At the same time, pupils have fun and 

get exercise in the fresh air 

○ It provides benefits in terms of fun, enjoyment, personal development, 

motivation and increased subject performance 



○ Out-of-Classroom gives depth to the curriculum, it can give a better 

understanding of a subject, with a more hands-on-education 

○ The pupils learn while doing when they have hands on things 

○ “Education shouldn’t be in a box. Together, we need to let the real world in 

and encourage children to explore it” 

 

● From the PDF “A Review Of Research On Outdoor Learning” 

○ “Use a range of carefully-structured learning activities and assessments 

linked to the school curriculum”   

○ Out-of-classroom learning gives the pupils a chance to use real object found 

outside. 

○ Inside we mainly use ‘symbols’ and the students don’t get the ‘hands on 

experience’ the same way as they would outside – or in a different setting. 

 

IT’S JUST PLAIN  FUN TO BE OUTSIDE/STUDY OUTSIDE!! 

Learning Styles 

● From the PDF’S “Multiple Intelligences and Learning Styles: Two Complementary 

Dimensions” and “Using Learning Style Instruments to Enhance Student Learning” 

○ Learning Styles is defined as: “the way in which each person begins to 

concentrate on, process, internalize, and remember new and difficult 

academic content” (The Dunns) 

○ The teachers should vary their teaching style to accommodate their students’ 

varied styles 

○ Students learn more effectively when teachers teach in a manner consistent 

with each student’s primary and secondary learning style 

○ “We believe that a use of a variety of teaching and learning approaches has 

the potential to enhance the learning and performance for a wider range of 

students in a course…” 

 

My PE/game station is more likely to benefit the kinesthetic and tactile pupils compared to 

the visual and auditive ones!   

  

Furthermore we could think about including Vygotsky and his ‘ZPD’ somewhere in our 

presentation if possible? 
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Arts and crafts 

-        Inspire pupils to use their imagination 

-        Get to know visual traditional of their own cultures 

-        “From story to picture” –method 

-        Use of different materials and techniques 

-        Different ways to express 

-        Miniature models is one of the mentioned things in the Finland’s curriculum 

-        Discussion about own and also other’s works 

 

As we talked in Iceland that we can give each group different task and in the end to create 

something interesting. Also, later I will add some more information about location and other 

ideas, some of tasks can be changed, I’m willing to find more information. 

 

Group 1: To built a house where lived stone-age people.  

Group 2: To create an out side look. (forest or something) 

Group 3: To create an animals and humans. 

Group 4: To create an stone age tools.  

 

Materials: Leaves, sand, cones, acorns and etc. 

 

Greetings / Presenting the station. 2 minutes 

Creative work. 8 minutes 

Reflection / short presentation about what they have done. 2 minutes. 

All: 12 minutes + 3 minutes to go to the other station. 

 

Daniel Fasko, Jr (2000-2001) Education and Creativity. Creativity Research Journal. Vol. 13, 

317-327. (http://personal.stevens.edu/~rchen/creativity/education%20creativity.pdf ) 

Drama 

Task: Using keywords to create a short story about stone age life. Make the story in the form 

of  drama. 

Keywords: stone age, hunter, boy, gatherer, girl, berry, danger, animal, happy ending, 

home. 

Learning objectives: 

● Another way how to learn about a historical period; 

● Good activity to promote students creative thinking 

http://personal.stevens.edu/~rchen/creativity/education%20creativity.pdf


● Opportunity to include all pupils in the activity; 

● To create free atmosphere in group; 

● Improving communication skills. 

 

Example for story: Once there lived a stone age boy who was really good hunter. Every 

day he had to hunt some animal. He had a girlfriend who was a gatherer. She gathered up 

delicious berries. One day the girl went to the wood and gathered berries. Suddenly she 

saw the angry deer who loudly roared and attacked to the girl. The girl was in danger. She 

was crying and asking for help. It heard hunter and he killed deer with a stone sickle. Girl 

was again safe. They went home and experienced a happy ending. 

 

Some drama types: 

➔ Stories 

➔ Improvisation 

➔ Role playing 

➔ Masks/puppets 

 

Reasons for using creative drama in education: 

● Social skills 

● Individual growth and development 

 

Why should educators use Creative Dramatics? 

● Affirms that all people can play, that all people can succeed at it, and that all people 

are creative; has no right or wrong answers. 

● Develops people, is not a product; has experience and not performance as the goal. 

● Promotes physical, mental and emotional learning. 

● Supports concentration, imagination, problem solving and critical thinking. 

● Helps children absorb, process and retain concepts. 

● Cultivates self-control , initiative and self-esteem. 

● Fosters empathy, cooperation and compromise. 

● Requires only space, leadership, imagination and participation; is inexpensive and 

uncomplicated. 

● Develops communication and language skills, breath awareness and voice control. 

● Enhances physical control and awareness; develops gross and fine motor skills. 

 

Learning objectives 

Learning objectives Reference to article 

  ● “Tell me, and I'll forget. Show me, 



 

 

 

 

 

Students are a part of the learning 

process. 

and I may not remember. Involve 

me, and I'll understand” (An Old 

Native American Proverb). (Article: 

Using Drama as an Effective 

Method for Teaching Elementary 

Students. Mandie M. Moore) 

● Through drama, students became a 

part of the learning process rather 

than mere observers or inactive 

receptacles of the rich experience 

of learning; in this way, their 

learning was deeper, more 

sustained, and infinitely more 

complex. (Article: Using Drama as 

an Effective Method for Teaching 

Elementary Students. Mandie M. 

Moore) 

  

 

 

 

 

The pupil can construct historical 

narratives through drama.  (From 

Danmark curriculum) 

● When children transform 

themselves their imagination is set 

free. They are then able to make 

connections between their previous 

experiences and the unknown. It is 

this connection that helps children 

and adults learn best. (Article: 

Using Drama as an Effective 

Method for Teaching Elementary 

Students. Mandie M. Moore) 

● Drama can be a way to teach all 

subject areas. Language arts, 

social studies, and science are 

subject areas, which are very 

successful in using drama. “It is 

particularly effective in making a 

historical event come alive for 

students,” says Wagner (Wagner, 

Betty Jane. Dorothy Heathcote, 

Drama As A Learning Medium. 

Washington, D.C.: National 

Education Association, 1976.). 

(Article: Using Drama as an 

Effective Method for Teaching 

Elementary Students. Mandie M. 

Moore) 

  

 

 

“Dramatic” history lesson strengthen 

The benefits of using drama are numerous. 

A few of these highlights will be mentioned 

here as practical teaching activities such as 

theatre sports which involve improvisation 



active, experimental, memorable and 

esthetic ways to learn. (From Finland 

curriculum) 

and creative constructive learning. Drama 

is also a useful energizer in the classroom 

where students become active, have fun 

and enjoy their learning experiences. A shy 

student is easily able to take on an alter 

ego or persona, different from their 

reserved self, in order to speak and act. 

Drama is useful in text studies to identify 

literary devices, study language more 

carefully and to meaningfully enact the 

words. The benefits of drama in oral skills 

development assist students with 

pronunciation, intonation and development 

of emotional intelligence. Students gain an 

understanding of other perspectives, the 

experience of being human and attaching 

appropriate feelings to expressions. 

Cultural similarities and differences may 

become more obvious and more 

understandable through drama activities. 

(Article: Drama: Engaging All Learning 

Styles. Sally Ashton-Hay) 

 

Articles about drama station 

Drama: Engaging All Learning Styles 

Sally Ashton-Hay 

From the International Conference  ‘New Horizons in ELT’ 

Economics and Technology University in Ankara, Turkey, 2005 . 

● Learning styles not only comprise the cognitive domain, but also the affective and 

physiological domains. (Oxford, Hollaway & Horton-Murillo, 1992) 

● Students enjoy the activities, work together in groups and share their creative 

expressions. Even the shyest students are able to benefit from drama when they take 

on a new role and imagine themselves to be someone else. 

● Drama has the capacity to provide authentic learning as most of the intelligences are 

utilized in learning activities. (Howard Gardner, 1989) 

● Drama incorporates verbal linguistic learning through the use of language, scripts, 

vocabulary and reading. Intrapersonal learning relates to the feelings and emotions 

involved in drama, characterizations and how we respond as an individual, while 

interpersonal learning comes from working with others to create a scene or role play. 

Kinesthetic learning activates the physical self, the body and doing actions. As 

students re-create images, pictures, visual details, staging, movement, location and 



direction with drama their spatial learning skills are developed. Logical learning 

follows from using rational patterns, cause and effect relationships and other 

believable concepts involved with the drama. 

● The benefits of using drama are numerous. A few of these highlights will be 

mentioned here as practical teaching activities such as theatre sports which involve 

improvisation and creative constructive learning. Drama is also a useful energizer in 

the classroom where students become active, have fun and enjoy their learning 

experiences. A shy student is easily able to take on an alter ego or persona, different 

from their reserved self, in order to speak and act. Drama is useful in text studies to 

identify literary devices, study language more carefully and to meaningfully enact the 

words. The benefits of drama in oral skills development assist students with 

pronunciation, intonation and development of emotional intelligence. Students 

gain an understanding of other perspectives, the experience of being human and 

attaching appropriate feelings to expressions. Cultural similarities and differences 

may become more obvious and more understandable through drama activities. 

● Drama engages the brain and physical body. 

  

Using Drama as an Effective Method for Teaching Elementary Students. 

Mandie M. Moore 

Eastern Michigan University, 2004. 

● “Tell me, and I'll forget. Show me, and I may not remember. Involve me, and I'll 

understand” (An Old Native American Proverb). 

● Drama is powerful because its unique balance of thought and feeling makes learning 

exciting, challenging relevant to real-life concerns, and enjoyable” 

● “Through drama, students became a part of the learning process rather than 

mere observers or inactive receptacles of the rich experience of learning; in 

this way, their learning was deeper, more sustained, and infinitely more 

complex.” 

● Watching children working in drama provides fascinating insights into the richness 

of their imaginations, the skill with which they negotiate with one another, their 

present level of critical thinking, and the sophistication of the language they use.” 

● When children transform themselves their imagination is set free. They are 

then able to make connections between their previous experiences and the 

unknown. It is this connection that helps children and adults learn best. 

 

Michael Caesar Tubal 

 “Creative Dramatics” 



Link: http://www.slideshare.net/michaeltubal/creative-dramatics 

Published on May 07, 2012  

● Creative drama – “It is incorporating theatrical components and dramatic exploration 

into educational settings to support the child's natural tendency to learn through play” 

(PTM Creative Dramatics Program mission statement). 

Differences 

Topics to discuss/work with:  

- Gender roles 

- “Work” 

- Food 

- Tools 

- Life/death 

- Housing 

- Family 

- ect. 

 

Suggestions for activities: 

- The students can work with pictures or paintings that illustrates some of the topics 

above. Both from the stone age and today. They can get a picture of a situation in the 

present, and then try to draw or describe how they think the “same” situation would 

have looked like in the stone age (and the other way around). The students could 

also get a drawing from a situation from the stone age and try to figure out what they 

are doing.  

- We can write down the different topics on small pieces of paper and then put them in 

a bowl. The students can draw one note at a time and then discuss the topic that 

appears. 

- Maybe they can dramatise something.. 

 

I struggle with finding some activities that correspond with the lectures and theory we had in 

Akureyri. Some suggestions? 

 

I’m thinking of the possibility for my station to be with the whole student group? Then the 

students have been able to learn something about the stone age beforehand, and therefore 

may be more competent in seeing differences? Just something that suddenly came to mind. 

What do you think?  

Learning objectives: 

- The pupil can obtain knowledge of history through the use of historical scenarios 

(Danish curriculum) 

- The pupil has knowledge of livelihoods/social living conditions and production before 

and now (Danish curriculum) 

- To describe the lifestyle differences between the Stone Age and today (Latvian 

curriculum) 

http://www.slideshare.net/michaeltubal/creative-dramatics
http://www.slideshare.net/michaeltubal/creative-dramatics


- Converse about how Stone Age man lived as hunters and gatherers and fabulate 

about the first people who came to this country after the ice receded from the 

mainland (Norwegian curriculum)  

 

This station will be a part of the whole workshop build on the thought that pupils/students 

learn in different ways and that varied methods can contribute to an inclusive education . We 

can find this in several curriculums and in Brit’s presentation about the term adapted 

education in Norway. 

References 

https://attachment.fbsbx.com/file_download.php?id=731335723665493&eid=ASu0Pq2tYQi5

RP8dRc9ps3dVZkyLZMx2LewzOPMZP-632OjHRVL-m-

iexgbG_JxV0xg&inline=1&ext=1446720420&hash=ASsGV2MY0Kqwz3W0 - Reidun Tangen 

 

https://attachment.fbsbx.com/file_download.php?id=686140811522219&eid=ASuIKlJab7exq

A5naQzeIUWH-diGEYFX4vLdplFmM5gRpwRLLO58nC-OQX-

wRvgeF5o&inline=1&ext=1446720442&hash=AStwS9UVMzUJqoKJ - Peder Haug 

Evaluation 

Evaluation is always an important part of the lesson for both the pupils and for a teacher. By 

asking the pupils will recall in their minds what did they do and what they’ve learnt. The 

feedback from the pupils is very important. It also gives a feeling to the pupils that they have 

been heard and their opinions are valued. 

 

Every time when the pupils have made something (drama performance, arts & crafts, music 

performance, written story etc.) it should be performed or shown somehow. Then it comes 

more worth of making. Usually it helps also to motivate the pupils if they know before that it 

what they’ve done will be shown. 

 

http://eryuktiaggarwal.blog.com/files/2012/08/thelearning-pyramid.gif 

 

Comparative aspects 

 
● History 

We have compared our different curricula and already know by now that there are some 
differences and similarities. 
 
Similarities 
Some things that we all have in common are to involve the children in their cultural creativity 
but also pass on a cultural heritage, its values, traditions and history, language and 
knowledge – from one generation to the next 

”give examples about the change of time and the evolution of history.” (LIT)   

Differences 

As we have herd before, there are some differences between our curricula … 

https://attachment.fbsbx.com/file_download.php?id=731335723665493&eid=ASu0Pq2tYQi5RP8dRc9ps3dVZkyLZMx2LewzOPMZP-632OjHRVL-m-iexgbG_JxV0xg&inline=1&ext=1446720420&hash=ASsGV2MY0Kqwz3W0
https://attachment.fbsbx.com/file_download.php?id=731335723665493&eid=ASu0Pq2tYQi5RP8dRc9ps3dVZkyLZMx2LewzOPMZP-632OjHRVL-m-iexgbG_JxV0xg&inline=1&ext=1446720420&hash=ASsGV2MY0Kqwz3W0
https://attachment.fbsbx.com/file_download.php?id=731335723665493&eid=ASu0Pq2tYQi5RP8dRc9ps3dVZkyLZMx2LewzOPMZP-632OjHRVL-m-iexgbG_JxV0xg&inline=1&ext=1446720420&hash=ASsGV2MY0Kqwz3W0
https://attachment.fbsbx.com/file_download.php?id=686140811522219&eid=ASuIKlJab7exqA5naQzeIUWH-diGEYFX4vLdplFmM5gRpwRLLO58nC-OQX-wRvgeF5o&inline=1&ext=1446720442&hash=AStwS9UVMzUJqoKJ
https://attachment.fbsbx.com/file_download.php?id=686140811522219&eid=ASuIKlJab7exqA5naQzeIUWH-diGEYFX4vLdplFmM5gRpwRLLO58nC-OQX-wRvgeF5o&inline=1&ext=1446720442&hash=AStwS9UVMzUJqoKJ
https://attachment.fbsbx.com/file_download.php?id=686140811522219&eid=ASuIKlJab7exqA5naQzeIUWH-diGEYFX4vLdplFmM5gRpwRLLO58nC-OQX-wRvgeF5o&inline=1&ext=1446720442&hash=AStwS9UVMzUJqoKJ
http://eryuktiaggarwal.blog.com/files/2012/08/thelearning-pyramid.gif


In Nordic countries except Finland history is introduced from early ears  

In the Baltic country and Finland history is introduced in 5th and 6th grade.   
 

● Method  
 
Differences 
In Nordic countries we have things like… 
 
“can construct historical narratives through drama and explain the historical narrative 
context of past interpretations and present understandings” (Denmark) 
 
“Creating and communicating by means of different forms of expression, such as 
pictures, song and music, drama, rhythm, dance and movement, as well as spoken and 
written language. This also involves building, designing, and using various materials and 
technologies.” (SW) 
 

“use Physical Education because of the positive impact on the pupil’s physical, social 
and psychological well-being. Drama because pupils get to know themselves, helps to build 
a better self-confidence, developing pupil’s emotional life, increases creativeness and 
because the interaction with different kinds of people and groups. Arts and crafts: Inspire 
pupils to use their imagination, Get to know visual traditional of their own cultures, “From 
story to picture” –method, Use of different materials and techniques, Different ways to 
express” (FI) 

In Baltic countries this methods we used, are not the typical ways of teaching subjects like 
history. Instead, you have separate subjects that are aimed especially for drama and so on, or 
for those who are going to be actors or so… 

The goals are more subject oriented without pointing out this different ways of teaching, like 
we have done here today. 

In practice even the teachers in the Baltic countries are able to use this methods, but it is up 
to the teacher to chose the method… 

And as someone said earlier, this is the new generation and changes might come 

Compare the different tips of teaching methods 

Not every station is suitable for everyone but we wanted to show that it is possible to use 
different methods to be able to include as many different tips of children as possible. 

National curriculums 

From the Latvian curricula – the knowledge of history (provided 

for class 6) 

The aims of the studies: 

● obtained information about prehistory through textbooks and internet; 



● students have  knowledge about  prehistory; 

● recognize in picture stone age tools; 

● can tell about stone age tools; 

● students know that that there are three ages  in history – stone age , bronze age , 

iron age , they can compare them; 

● can describe the lifestyle differences between the Stone Age and today; 

● can determine the Stone Age characteristic spiritual and material culture trail; 

● know the Stone Age people lifestyle. 

Link to the Latvian National curriculum – history: 

http://visc.gov.lv/vispizglitiba/saturs/dokumenti/programmas/pamskolai/vesture_pasaules.pdf 

From the Lithuanian curricula  

I couldn‘t found anything about stone-age, but I did find some main points that student 

should know after 4th grade. To explain, how changed people life style and activity in the 

past. To compare people activity, leisure time and  communication tools in the past and in 

nowadays. To give examples about the change of time and the evolution of history.To give 

examples about most important values (maybe to ask about what was the most important 

things in stone-age). To give examples about how weather and natural conditions 

determines lifestyle and etc. 

 

Link to Lithuanian National Curriculum:  

 

http://www.upc.smm.lt/ekspertavimas/biblioteka/failai/programos.pdf 

 

From the Norwegian curricula - The Knowledge Promotion 

Reform 

Social studies subject curriculum - competence aims after year level 4: 

  

The aims of the studies are to enable pupils to: 

● converse about how Stone Age man lived as hunters and gatherers and fabulate 

about the first people who came to this country after the ice receded from the 

mainland 

● use the concepts past, present and future in relation to oneself and one’s own family 

● recognise historical remnants in one's own local environment and examine local 

collections, monuments and artefacts 

Link to the Norwegian curricula - Social studies: http://www.udir.no/kl06/saf1-

03/Hele/Kompetansemaal/kompetansemal-etter-4.-arssteget/?lplang=eng 

http://www.udir.no/kl06/saf1-03/Hele/Kompetansemaal/kompetansemal-etter-4.-arssteget/?lplang=eng
http://www.udir.no/kl06/saf1-03/Hele/Kompetansemaal/kompetansemal-etter-4.-arssteget/?lplang=eng


From the Danish curricula - competence aims after year level 4: 

The aims of the studies are to enable pupils to: 

● The pupil can obtain knowledge of history through the use of historical scenarios 

● The pupil has knowledge of livelihoods / social living conditions and production 

before and now 

● Recognise historical remnants in one's own local environment and examine local 

collections, monuments and artefacts 

● The pupil can construct historical narratives through drama and explain the historical 

narrative context of past interpretations and present understandings 

Link to the Danish National curriculum - history (in Danish) 

http://www.emu.dk/sites/default/files/F%C3%A6lles%20M%C3%A5l%20for%20faget%20hist

orie.pdf 

From the Swedish curricula for preschool  

The preschool should take account of the fact that children have different living 

environments and that they try to create context and meaning out of their own experiences. 

Adults should give children support in developing trust and self-con dence. The child’s 

curiosity, initiative and interests should be encouraged and their will and desire to learn 

should be stimulated. The task of the preschool involves not only developing the child’s 

ability and cultural creativity, but also passing on a cultural heritage – its values, traditions 

and history, language and knowledge – from one generation to the next.   

   

Creating and communicating by means of different forms of expression, such as pictures, 

song and music, drama, rhythm, dance and movement, as well as spoken and written 

language provide both the contents and methods to be used by the preschool in promoting 

the development and learning of the child. This also involves building, designing, and using 

various materials and technologies. Multimedia and information technology can be used in 

the preschool, both in the development and application of creative processes. 

Link to swedish curriculum for preschool in english: 

http://www.skolverket.se/om-skolverket/publikationer/visa-enskild-

publikation?_xurl_=http%3A%2F%2Fwww5.skolverket.se%2Fwtpub%2Fws%2Fskolbok%2F

wpubext%2Ftrycksak%2FBlob%2Fpdf2704.pdf%3Fk%3D2704 

http://www.skolverket.se/om-skolverket/publikationer/visa-enskild-publikation?_xurl_=http%3A%2F%2Fwww5.skolverket.se%2Fwtpub%2Fws%2Fskolbok%2Fwpubext%2Ftrycksak%2FBlob%2Fpdf2704.pdf%3Fk%3D2704
http://www.skolverket.se/om-skolverket/publikationer/visa-enskild-publikation?_xurl_=http%3A%2F%2Fwww5.skolverket.se%2Fwtpub%2Fws%2Fskolbok%2Fwpubext%2Ftrycksak%2FBlob%2Fpdf2704.pdf%3Fk%3D2704
http://www.skolverket.se/om-skolverket/publikationer/visa-enskild-publikation?_xurl_=http%3A%2F%2Fwww5.skolverket.se%2Fwtpub%2Fws%2Fskolbok%2Fwpubext%2Ftrycksak%2FBlob%2Fpdf2704.pdf%3Fk%3D2704


From the Finnish national curriculum (2004) about history: 

First of all in Finland we start studying history not before than in the 5th grade (pupils aged 

11). The first thing to learn is about our own roots and home region by interpreting the 

meaning of recollections, writings, objects etc. That’s also a part of the teaching of the Stone 

Age. 

As the general goals are for example to understand various ways of dividing history into eras 

(such as prehistory, history, antiquity, Middle Age etc). It’s also very important to understand 

that also the historical information consists of the  interpretation of the historians. It may 

change by new sources or methods of examination. The task of history in the 5th grade is to 

familiarize the the pupil that what is history as a science, how is it bounded with the nature 

and acquisition. It’s important to learn that every country's’ culture constitute the result of the 

historical process. 

Link to the Finnish curriculum: 

http://www.oph.fi/download/47673_core_curricula_basic_education_4.pdf 

I wrote something about those stations subjects that are in the Finland’s national 

curriculum... 

  

Physical Education: 

● In general the goals of physical education are to have a positive impact on the pupil’s 

physical, social and psychological well-being. 

● In these exercises next 4th grader’s goals are satisfied: 

○ encouraging the pupils to try different kinds of games 

○ throwing (overhand or underhand) 

○ catching 

○ exercising in the natural environment 

○ practicing skills for both individual work and co-operation 

○ practicing the spirit of fair play 

 

Drama education 

● Drama education as well as other artistic diverse ways of impressions aid pupils get 

to know themselves 

● It helps to build a better self-confidence and also helps on developing pupil’s 

emotional life 

● It increases creativeness 

● Our ”dramatic” history lesson strengthen active, experimental, memorable and 

esthetic ways of learning 

● Pupils can express themselves variously and be in interaction with different kinds of 

people and groups. 

http://www.oph.fi/download/47673_core_curricula_basic_education_4.pdf
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